The manual of JAQUAS
Cookware （Undiluted～5times）

Spray on dirty area directly. JAQUAS float up dirt so washing gets easier.
Sharpen knife with JAQUAS, the sharpness improves and prevent rust.
Spray JAQUAS on chopping board and leave it for a few minutes, then it is sanitized and deodorized.
Dish （Undiluted～5times）

After washing dishes (glass, metal & ceramic, etc.) with sponge containing JAQUAS, just rinse with water.
Because it has no foam, it can largely save rinsing water. It is good for the dishes that should not have detergent smell like
coffee cups, Even if you use detergent, you can save detergent volume by spraying JAQUAS just before washing.
Cloth (5times～5times)

Put clothes into diluted JAQUAS for a few minutes, wring well. It is good for cleaning, deodorizing and sanitizing.
Vegetable/ fruit (100times)

Wash with diluted JAQUAS and rinse with tap water.
Electric appliance （Undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not use on the part which can short with water like energized part）
A microwave oven：
Spray JAQUAS on a door, a body, touch panel, inside and a turntable, and wipe floated dirt. (As for heavy dirt, spray undiluted
JAQUAS on it and leave it for 2~3mins before wiping)
As for dirt stuck on body, warm cloth with JAQUAS by microwave oven (40~50℃), put it on the dirt for few minutes and wipe.
A coffee maker：
As for a holder and a jug, spray JAQUAS directly or wash with sponge containing JAQUAS, and rinse with tap water.
As for a body, spray JAQUAS directly and wipe off floated dirt with a dried cloth, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth
containing JAQUAS. JAQUAS does not spoil coffee smell due to no detergent smell.
A refrigerator：
Spray JAQUAS on a door, a body and inside, and wipe dirt. It is good for sanitizing and deodorizing inside. （JAQUAS can be
on food） Spray on a bucket tray, too.
A rice cooker and a hot water dispenser：
Spray JAQUAS directly and wipe off floated dirt with a dried cloth, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing
JAQUAS.
A built-in kitchen：
As for the maintenance of ＩＨ heater, a cooker and a dresser, spray JAQUAS (undiluted ~20times) and wipe off floated dirt
with dried cloth,
As for greasy dirt, spray undiluted JAQUAS and leave it for a few minutes. After that, rub off with brush and wipe off with
cloth
If you warm JAQUAS and spray, the effect improves.

a buffet (Undiluted～5times)

（Caution： Please do not use on wooden surface that water can penetrate inside and water spot appear）
Spray JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing JAQUAS.
a fan (undiluted～5times)

Spray on a body and a cover and leave it for a few minutes, after that, wipe off with dried cloth.
as for greasy dirt inside, wipe off with sponge containing warmed JAQUAS (40-50℃) As for a fan and filter, dip them into
undiluted JAQUAS for 10mins and wipe with dried cloth. Warmed JAQUAS is more effective.
a sink (undiluted～5times)

Spray JAQUAS on stainless area. Maintaining with diluted JAQUAS, it prevents scale and improves shiny of stainless.
a drainage (undiluted)

Spray JAQUAS on pipes and sink-corner (sometimes brush is needed) then slime is removed. It is good for sanitizing and
deodorizing. Oil and scale is prevented by daily maintenance with JAQUAS, so it prevents clog of pipes.
a dust bin (undiluted)

Spray JAQUAS on a dust bin. Deodorize rubbish smell and sanitize it.

a mirror, a window （Undiluted～5times）

Spray undiluted JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt with dried cloth. By wiping with dried cloth, the transparency improves
more.
an air conditioner （undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not use on the part which can short with water like energized part）
As for a body, spray JAQUAS directly and wipe off floated dirt with a dried cloth, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth
containing JAQUAS. As for a filter, dismount it from the body and spray JAQUAS on it. After that, rinse away floated dirt with
tap water. After drying the filter, refix it.
a ＴＶ/a PC/a copy machine/a ＴＶ game/a telephone/a FAX/ a lamp （undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not use on the part which can short with water like energized part.）
Spray JAQUAS directly and wipe off floated dirt with a dried cloth, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing
JAQUAS with being careful for the water not to get thorough a keyboard and a switch.
furniture/a cabinet/a table （undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not use on wooden surface that water can penetrate inside and water spot appear）
Spray JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing JAQUAS.
a sofa（undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not use on wooden surface that water can penetrate inside and water spot appear）
Spray diluted JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing JAQUAS. As for removing
stain, spray on it lots of times (Depending on the type of stain, you can’t remove it).

A wall, switch （undiluted～5times）

Spray JAQUAS directly and wipe off floated dirt with a dried cloth, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing
JAQUAS with being careful for the water not to get thorough a keyboard and a switch.
As for heavy dirt, spray undiluted JAQUAS on it and leave it for 2~3mins before wiping.
If dirt is not heavy, wipe with cloth containing diluted JAQUAS (１００times).
a door （undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not use on wooden surface that water can penetrate inside and water spot appear）
Spray diluted JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing JAQUAS.
As for heavy dirt, spray undiluted JAQUAS on it and leave it for 2~3mins before wiping.
If dirt is not heavy, wipe with cloth containing diluted JAQUAS (１００times).
a nicotine of cigarette （undiluted～5times）

As for heavy dirt like nicotine of cigarette, spray undiluted JAQUAS. Just after the stain float, quickly wipe off it with cloth.
a floor/tatami/carpet （undiluted～5times）

Spray diluted JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing JAQUAS.
As for removing stain, spray on it lots of times (Depending on the type of stain, you can’t remove it).
deodorizing a curtain, clothes（undiluted）

（Caution： as for silk material, stain may appear, so please try on unnoticeable parts）
Spray undiluted JAQUAS
Deodorize in the air（undiluted）

Spray undiluted JAQUAS.
accessories, a watch （undiluted～5times）

（Caution： As for some accessories like pearl, coral, emerald and aluminum, the material may damage, so please try on
unnoticeable parts）
Dip accessories into a container filled with JAQUAS, and shake it inside. After 2~30 seconds, wipe with a dried cloth or
tissues. As for a watch, JAQUAS may penetrate inside despite waterproof one, so please wipe with a cloth or paper towel
containing JAQUAS.
glasses（undiluted～5times）

（Caution： By dipping for long time, clear coating on lenses may be removed）
Spray undiluted JAQUAS on lenses and wipe with a dried cloth.
a toy（undiluted～5times）

Spray undiluted JAQUAS and wipe with a dried cloth.
a pet（undiluted～10times）

（Caution： Please do not spray JAQUAS on eyes. If any problem happens, please rinse with tap water.）
Spray undiluted or diluted JAQUAS and wipe with a dried cloth, or wipe off dirt with paper towel or cloth containing JAQUAS.

nursing care（undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not spray JAQUAS on eyes. If any problem happens, please rinse with tap water.）
When care-receivers do not take a bath, wipe a body and hair with towel or cloth containing JAQUAS diluted with hot water.
a bath tab/ a wall/a floor （undiluted～5times）

Spray JAQUAS and wipe off dirt with a sponge. As for heavy dirt, use brush.
With continuous maintenance with JAQUAS, you can prevent scale.
a toilet （undiluted～5times）

Spray JAQUAS and wipe off dirt with a sponge. As for heavy dirt, use brush.
With continuous maintenance with JAQUAS, you can prevent dirt and bacteria (not all bacteria).
It also good for preventing choking in pipes.
a washbowl（undiluted～5times）

Spray JAQUAS and wipe off dirt with a sponge. As for heavy dirt, use brush.
With continuous maintenance with SAIW, you can prevent scale.
a mirror of washstand（undiluted～5times）

（Caution： Please do not use on the part which can short with water like energized part.）
Spray undiluted JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt with dried cloth. By wiping with dried cloth, the transparency improves
more.
inside a car （undiluted～5times）

（Caution： please do not use JAQUAS on genuine leather to prevent a stain problem）
As for a glass, mirrors and a dashboard and around doors, spray undiluted JAQUAS and wipe with a died cloth.
As for seats except genuine leather, spray undiluted JAQUAS. A few minutes afterword, wipe with a dried cloth.
As for general maintenance, wipe with a cloth containing diluted JAQUAS.
a bicycle, a bike and a wheelchair （undiluted～5times）

As for general maintenance, spray diluted or undiluted JAQUAS and wipe off floated dirt with a dried cloth. As for heavy dirt,
spray undiluted JAQUAS. A few minutes afterword, remove dirt with a brush or a sponge and wipe with a dried cloth.
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